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Hard-working and dedicated with excellent communication skills and a strong 
desire for whatever it takes to follow the career aspirations as a Helicopter 
Mechanic. To contribute to a dynamic growing organization where the strong 
analytical, interpersonal skills and hard work will have a significant impact

DECEMBER 1996 – JUNE 2002
LEAD HELICOPTER MECHANIC - ABC CORPORATION

 Maintain, repair helicopter component parts using metalworking tools.
 Utilize color code charts of helicopter plumbing and electrical systems and 

interpret schematic diagrams to identify any faults and repair for safe flight.
 Inspect and conduct repairs to the rubber and plastic used in helicopters to 

military aviation standards.
 Good working knowledge of fluids and gases and the principle use as applicable 

to hydraulic/pneumatic systems.
 Removal and replacement of helicopter components parts such as blades, 

control surfaces, landing gear, and tanks.
 Compliant with safety and line procedures/precautions around helicopter and 

work center spaces.
 Control and prevents corrosion of helicopter metals using established Naval 

Aviation procedures.

1993 – 1996
HELICOPTER MECHANIC - ABC CORPORATION

 Performed scheduled and flight line maintenance on multiple airframes UH-1H, 
AH-64 A/D and longbows, UH-60 A/L Blackhawks, CH-47D Chinook Helicopters.

 An integral part of the reset team on the above aircraft providing experience 
and when necessary training to accomplish all RESET phases in a timely 
manner.

 Performed multiple successful CH-47D and UH-60 phases in under the allotted 
time frame enabling the team to gain recognition by the US ARMY.

 Rigged the aircraft flight controls and related components using gauges and 
test equipment pertaining to each specified airframe.
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EDUCATION

BA in Communications - 2002(Bowling Green State University)

SKILLS

Team Leadership, Team Building, Leadership, Integrity, Repair
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